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When Terry Flynt gets the chance to defend a millionaire accused of murder, he knows the case

could make his career - but the accused man is Flynt's greatest enemy. Can he defend a man who

ruined his life? Terry Flynt is a struggling legal clerk desperately trying to get promoted when he is

given the biggest opportunity of his career: to help defend a millionaire accused of murdering a

woman in his hotel suite. The only problem is that the accused man, Vernon James, is not only

someone he knows but someone he loathes. This case could potentially make Terry's career, but

how can he defend a former friend who betrayed him? With the trial date looming, Terry delves

deeper into Vernon's life and is forced to confront secrets from their shared past that could have

devastating consequences for them both. For years, he has wanted to witness Vernon's downfall,

but with so much at stake, how can Terry be sure he is guilty? And what choices must he make to

ensure that justice is done?
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This is a long book, 2 MP3 disks. Really interesting story that kept me listening even though I didn't

really like any of the characters, and that usually makes me abandon a book. I didn't like the accent

the reader used for the main character and several other big characters. Perhaps it was realistic, but

it really grated on my ears--a low-class accent. The main character was working in a law office as a

temp, but as the story went on, he became part of a major criminal defense and met with the

defendant, various other barristers, and judges and I wondered if such an accent wouldn't be an

issue is such a situation. I am not an expert on British accents, but I have never heard a British



person pronounce the name Terry as Terrah. If the character was posh, the accent the reader used

was good.I thought the work-related interplay was excellent.I also thought that the investigation

overlooked some obvious things.

This is the first book I have read by this author. I saw he had written more books which I plan to

order. His book is a real page Turner which keeps your interest from the beginning until the end.

Sometimes I could feel my heart rate going up. If you are searching for a great legal novel I highly

recommend this book. I can hardly wait to read another book written by him. That is why I gave him

5 stars!!!!!

Good legal story but a few complaints. The book was way too long. Probably could have cut out

over 100 pages maybe more. Too much concentration on the main character's behavior, past, and

family. It dragged the story. Those parts were way too long. Finally all the dirt that the main

character dug up was over in a flash at the end of the book. Maybe the next one will be shorter.

Good story, well crafted so that you had to pay attention. A little too long, but still a good yarn.

I have not read anything by this author before but will look for him now. Story has lots of twists and

turns. Takes place in 2011 and incorporates some history from that time. Protagonist is not so much

a hero as a believable character, well developed.

Liked this book so much that I bought a copy for a friend.

A great page-turner that will keep you reading late into the night. Rich characters, brilliant plotting,

and plenty of plot twists to keep you guessing until the very end.

I prefer American legal thrillers so I hesitated before buying The Verdict. I am so glad I bought it as it

is such a page-turner.The main character was on track to a promising career when he is expelled

from Cambridge. His best friend framed him. Now the friend needs his help to fight a charge of

murder. The plot is complex and unpredictable with a satisfying conclusion.
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